
 
Draft Minutes 

Joint Meeting of the Italian “Rete Nazionale delle Autorità Ambientali e delle Autorità di Gestione”  
and the "European Network of Environmental Authorities - Managing Authorities (ENEA-MA)” 

Rome, 18-19 October 2012 
Participants 
 
Total: about 145 participants (including about 90 participants representing the Italian Network).  
55 participants representing ENEA-MA:  
19 MSs (AT, BE, BG, DE, EE, ES, FI, FR, GR, HU, IT, LT, MT, NL, PL, PT, RO, SK, UK) , including  
14  from Environmental Authorities (AT, BE, BG, DE, EE, ES, FI, FR, HU, IT, LT, NL, PL, PT);  
10 from Managing Authorities (AT, BE, ES, GR, HU, IT, LT, MT, UK);  
4 from MA/EA - OP managing authorities based at environmental authorities (GR, PL, RO, SK) ;  
observers (Croatia; Jaspers EIB, REC; Bankwatch/FoE, WWF; ); and  
EC (DG ENV, DG REGIO, DG CLIMA,).  
 
Welcome  
 
Short welcome by the representatives of the Italian authorities (Maria Ludovica Agrò, Director General for European 
Regional Policy, Ministry of Economic Development, and Giovanni Brunelli, Co-coordinator of the Rete and Director 
for Structural Funds, Ministry of Environment, Land and Sea) and Georges Kremlis (European Commission, Head of 
Unit, DG Environment, Cohesion Policy and Environmental Impact Assessments Unit). 
The meeting sessions have been chaired by G. Kremlis and Aldo Ravazzi (Technical Secretariat of the Italian Rete). 
 
Institutional Framework Update 
 
Mathieu Fichter (DG Regional and Urban Policy, Team leader on Sustainable growth pillar, Competence Centre 
Smart and Sustainable Growth Unit) delivered the following two presentations:  
 
Update on 2007-13 cohesion policy: outcome of 2011 Annual Implementation Report 
• Statistics:  

o Allocations of 2007-13 funding on environment, sustainable energy and sustainable transport (planned for 
2007-13 and allocated by the end of 2011):  EU average - about 66% of planned funding allocated to projects 
by end 2011. 

o Allocations of 2007-13 funding on environment ((planned for 2007-13 and allocated by the end of 2011):  EU 
average - about 75% of planned funding allocated to projects by end 2011. 

o View on environment categories: areas showing a low rate of uptake: management of household and industrial 
waste; management and distribution of water (drinking water); rehabilitation of industrial sites and 
contaminated land; Promotion of biodiversity and nature protection (including Natura 2000); risk prevention. 

• It should be stressed that some MSs (e.g. DK, SWE) with low levels of allocations for the environment within the 
Cohesion Policy - as shown on the graphs presented by the speaker - spend significant resources in this area from 
outside Cohesion Policy. It would be interesting to compare overall environmental expenditures versus Cohesion 
Policy funding for environment per MS. In addition, it would be interesting to see DG AGRI statistics regarding 
environmental expenditure per MS within CAP. 

• State Aid is an issue and Art. 55 of the General Regulation is an issue for certain environmental projects in some 
MSs, e.g. biomass projects, while it is easier to implement resource efficiency projects in this respect. 
 

State of play on preparation of 2014-2020 Cohesion Policy 
• "Smart and sustainable are two sides of the same coin": look for opportunities in this area to invest in 

environmental projects. There is a need for cooperation between ministries responsible for the innovation and the 
environment. 

• "Nothing is agreed until everything is agreed". There are ongoing Trialogue1 meetings to discuss the proposals for 
the Regulations. DG REGIO is finalising Position Papers2 to be sent to MSs. So far, PL and ES Position papers 
have been sent to these two MSs (as of 18 Oct. 2012). MSs can, if they wish so, make the Position Paper public 
and share it. 

• Common Strategic Framework: two parts: Annex to Common Provisions Regulation (included in the Modified 
Proposal of the Common Provisions Regulation, 11 September 2012) and a Delegated Act – to be developed next 
or the following year. 

                                                 
1 Informal tripartite meetings attended by representatives of the European Parliament, the Council and the Commission. 
2 Position of the Commission Services on the development of Partnership Agreement and programmes in <a specific MS> for the period 2014-
2020. 
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• Overview of guidance available to support future programming period.  
 

Amendments to the Commission proposal tabled by the EP and the Council on the CSF Regulations (Cohesion 
Policy and environment). 
 
• Presentation delivered by G.Kremlis on the state of play. It focused on amendments regarding the following 

Articles of the proposals for the Common Provisions Regulation and ERDF Regulation: Art. 8 on sustainable 
development; Art. 5 Partnership and multilevel governance; Art. 9 Thematic objectives; Art. 90-92 Major 
projects; ERDF (art. 3) – Scope of support; ERDF (art. 4) – Thematic concentration in more developed regions / 
transition regions / less developed regions. 

 
Panel on the preparations to the next programming period 
 
• A short introduction per each of four speakers regarding MSs preparations for the future programming period. The 

panellists also reflected on the following questions: 
o What are your MS's key environmental and climate priorities? Do you think that they are likely to be 

supported in the period 2014-2020?  
o What seem to be your main challenges (at the beginning of preparations) as regards environmental and climate 

integration into the funding? 
o What is your 'golden tip' for your and other MSs to secure funding for the environment?   

• Discussion addressed, among others, the following issues: 
o architecture of Operational Programmes (how many; sectoral/national and regional ones); 
o institutional and partnership set-up;  
o working methods within preparations of the Partnership Agreements; 
o studies and analyses being carried out; 
o major projects (some major projects can be identified at this stage since they result from the Accession treaties 

– commitments under the EU environmental legislation; are projects prepared within the current programming 
period);  

o innovation in the next programming period: the Commission does not want to have a 'copy-paste' approach to 
innovation; it is important to build upon an analysis of specific MSs/regions (strengths and weaknesses) and 
focus on priorities/projects that are likely to be successful in the context of a specific MS/region. 

 
Application of SEA in the next programming period 
 
• Presentation delivered by G.Kremlis drawing upon the information included in the Guidance document on ex-ante 

evaluation (the programming period 2014-2020) and lessons learnt from the current programming period and the 
application of the SEA Directive.  

• Experience sharing by Joanna Kopczyńska (Chair of the working group on programing 2014-2020 within the 
Polish Network 'Partnership for Environment', Ministry of the Environment, Poland): 
o workshop organised on how to prepare a good SEA. 'The more we know [about SEA], the more questions we 

have'; 
o the pace of programming is very fast so there is not much time available for SEA; 
o SEA is not only a report but it requires public participation; 
o environmental authorities should be actively involved, not only in the scoping stage; 
o public procurement should include criteria to ensure quality of the process and report; not only price should be 

decisive in the offer selection; 
o relationship between ex-ante evaluation and SEA: SEA team and ex-ante team have to co-operate closely; 
o assessment of cumulative effects amongst OPs is a problematic issue; 
o SEA should start as soon as possible but when to start is still not clear.  

• Experience sharing by Paola Andreolini (Directorate of Impact Assessments, Ministry of Environment, Italy): 
o there is a need to improve capacity of public administration regarding SEA; 
o SEA should be used for providing opportunities (this goal has not been achieved so far); 
o work in synergy: ex-ante evaluation and SEA;  
o SEA should start at the beginning of the development of programmes. 

• Discussion addressed, among others, the following issues: 
o Is Commission preparing guidance on monitoring? EC answer: NO 
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o Natura 2000 and SEA for Operational Programmes: the level of programmes seems to be too general. EC 
answer: Art. 6(3) of the Habitats Directive applies also to plans/programmes. The Natura 2000 viewer can 
help in planning/assessment at the programme level:  http://natura2000.eea.europa.eu/# 

o Territorial Cooperation Programmes: there is a need for Commission guidance regarding SEA for such 
programmes. Commission answer: No guidance envisaged; it is likely that a SEA will not be required for 
many interregional programmes co-financed under the Territorial Cooperation Objective (if they do not fulfil 
criteria under the SEA Directive or no infrastructure is planned). The same would apply to most of the 
programmes co-financed by the ESF.  

o Is it possible to make only one common SEA for nine different regional programs with similar priorities 
(separate chapters for the actual situation are no problem)? Commission answer: NO, each operational 
programmes should have a separate SEA. If there was one SEA, this would very likely create problems (e.g. 
consultations, territorial context is different, etc.).  

• Many answers regarding SEA for the new Operational Programmes are given in the Guidance document on ex-
ante evaluation (the programming period 2014-2020) which includes a separate section and annex on SEA: 
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docoffic/2014/working/ex_ante_en.pdf 

 
Mainstreaming of climate change in the next programming period 2014-2020 
 
• The introductory presentation was delivered by Claus Kondrup (European Commission, DG Climate Action, 

Adaptation Unit). It focused on the following key issues: 
o introduction to climate change (most vulnerable areas in Europe and climate trends); 
o 'climate' within the Europe 2020 Strategy, proposed EU budget 2014-2020 and legislative package for the 

Common Strategic Framework Funds (including key targets and objectives) 
o EU Strategy for Adaptation to Climate Change (due in spring 2013) – it looks on EU added value; 
o Climate Adapt - the European Climate Adaptation Platform  http://climate-adapt.eea.europa.eu/; 
o overview of national activities. 

• Discussion addressed, among others, the following issues: 
o ex-ante conditionality regarding climate change (Thematic objective 5: Promoting climate change adaptation 

and risk prevention): the existence of national or regional risk assessment for disaster management taking into 
account climate change adaptation (commitment by Member States to produce their own risk assessments 
2011)3.  

o focus on climate change mitigation has been already within previous and current programming periods 
(Thematic objective 4); the new perspective brings opportunities for the climate change adaptation (Thematic 
objective 5). 

• Sergio Castellari (Euro-Mediterranean Centre for Climate Change - CMCC, European Topic Centre on Climate 
Change Adaptation - ETC/CCA, Italy) made an overview regarding the efforts in Italy as regards the preparation 
of the Italian Adaptation Strategy. 

• Ludo Holsbeek (Policy Advisor, Flemish Government, Department of Environment, Nature and Energy, Belgium) 
shared his reflections regarding climate change. He posed several questions for further discussion, including: Are 
we really contributing to real needs of the society/energy independence/green energy despite reaching targets set 
in the next programming period?  

 
Mainstreaming of biodiversity in the next programming period 2014-2020 
 
• This session was introduced by Milena Novakova (DG Environment, Biodiversity Unit) who provided the 

background information regarding the functioning of the ENEA-MA Working Group on Biodiversity in the 2014-
2020 Operational Programmes and an overall EU biodiversity policy.  Following the group's mandate, the 
members of ENEA-MA Working Group on Biodiversity in the 2014-2020 Operational Programmes are working 
on the preparation of a set of documents aiming to facilitate the competent national authorities in their work for 
preparing the next programming period and integrating the biodiversity and natura 2000 concerns in the Cohesion 
Policy.  Two deliverables have been drafted so far. Despite the fact that they are not finalized yet and further work 

                                                 
3 Council Conclusions on a Community framework on disaster prevention within the EU 2979th JUSTICE and HOME AFFAIRS Council 
meeting, Brussels, 30 November 2009 (http://www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms_data/docs/pressdata/en/jha/111537.pdf) and Council 
conclusions on Further Developing Risk Assessment for Disaster Management within the European Union, 3081st JUSTICE and HOME 
AFFAIRS Council meeting, Luxembourg, 11 and 12 April 2011 
(http://www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms_data/docs/pressdata/en/jha/121462.pdf) 
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is to be carried out in the next months, these papers are going to be sent for information to the ENEA-Plenary 
members.  In addition, ENEA-Plenary members are kindly requested to reply to a list of questions which are going 
to be circulated shortly. These questions will be considered as an informal input for the preparation of 
recommndations on how to identify and formulate specific biodiversity related activities in the Partnership 
Agreements and the Operational Programmes. 

• Peter Torkler (WWF) made a presentation on integration of biodiversity into Cohesion Policy Funding (one of the 
deliverables of the ENEA-MA Working Group on Biodiversity in the 2014-2020 Operational Programmes). It 
focused on the following issues: investing in biodiversity; why it pays off; examples for successful ERDF funding 
for biodiversity; how to improve funding post 2013 (opportunities arising from the Common Provisions 
Regulation; specific provisions of the ERDF; and the role of PAFs). In the end, he shortly presented the outcomes 
from the SURF Nature project. More information about the project and relevant documents can be accessed under 
http://www.surf-nature.eu. The ENEA participants were provided a copy of the handbook prepared under the 
project on Financing biodiversity in the context of the European Fund for Regional Development (ERDF) 
[http://www.surf-nature.eu/fileadmin/SURFNATURE/Publications/FINAL_SURF_Handbook_V4_Sept_2012.pdf]. 

• Przemyslaw Ogiński (European Commission, DG Environment, Natura 2000 Unit) made an overview on 
Financing Natura 2000 in the next MFF - Prioritised Action Frameworks (PAFs). In particular, he introduced: 
legal basis for PAFs and their objectives; proposed format for PAFs; opportunities for financing Natura 2000 from 
different EU funds; and examples of Natura 2000 measures financed from EU funds.  

• The above presentations were followed by the presentation of two MSs (Romania and Italy) approaches for 
biodiversity and Natura 2000 funding: 
o Mihaela Iarca (Ministry of Environment and Forests, Managing Authority for the SOP Environment, 

Directorate Structural Funds, Romania); and 
o Eugenio Dupré (Directorate Nature and Sea Protection, Ministry of Environment, Italy) and Federica Tarducci 

(Ministry of Economic Development, Italy). 
 

Networking for greening the Cohesion Policy/EU funding: experience with building-up and running networks 
on environment and cohesion policy 
 
• Three national networks of environmental and managing authorities (IT, PL, ESintroduced their networks. In 

addition, the representative of  JASPERS4 made a presentation on the JASPERS Networking Platform. The 
presentations looked at the following elements: 
o structure, goals and activities of the Networks; 
o benefits from the functioning of the Networks;  
o examples how the Networks helped in addressing a specific environmental issue within the Cohesion Policy;  
o advice to other MSs considering the establishment of similar networks. 

• Discussion addressed, among others, the following issues: 
o there is a need for strengthening efforts as regards horizontal integration of environmental aspects into other 

OPs (innovation, etc.); 
o there is a need for 'ripening' the networks' experience – moving to a more advanced level of influencing 

environmental integration (more active participation in the programming process); 
o establishing linkages with the innovation strategies and responsible authorities and partners, networks – major 

opportunities for funding environmental projects (next to the Rural development); 
o encouragement for the establishment of similar networks, in particular, in the new EU-12 where networks 

could bring an added value (where the regional/subnational dimension is relevant); 
o Greece has initiated steps towards establishment of a network and Portugal may consider re-activating their 

network. 
 
Non-governmental organisations session 
 
• Markus Trilling (Bankwatch/Friends of the Earth Europe5): presented a short Bankwatch video (on the first day of 

the meeting): http://wellspent.eu/. It shows the examples of Cohesion Policy co-financed projects that work for the 
environment, benchmarks and inspiration for 2014-2020. 

                                                 
4 ‘Joint Assistance to Support Projects in European Regions’ - A partnership between EC, EIB, EBRD and KFW to prepare large projects 
financed by EU grants under Structural and Cohesion Funds. Focus on 12 ‘new’ EU Member States + EU pre-accession Countries. Main goals: 
Absorption of EU Funds; Project Quality, Soundness; and Sustainability. 
5 CEE Bankwatch Network is an international NGO with member organisations currently from 11 countries across the CEE and CIS region. Its 
mission is to prevent the environmentally and socially harmful impacts of international financial institutions and EU funding, and to promote 
alternative solutions and public participation.  
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• His presentation on the second day of the meeting looked at the European Code of Conduct on Partnership and 
NGO’s experiences at the beginning of programming.    
o The current experience shows two groups of MSs: 
 Champions: more transparent process' clear timeline; many opportunities to get involved; NGOs in 

operational programme working groups, “shadow monitoring committees”; organization of workshops; 
written input to consultations; publication of all inputs and related documents on one website; and 

 Latecomers: selection of NGO representatives dubious; one NGO representative for all sectors; NGOs not 
in the drafting phase, only in “consultation phase” (after approval in government); time to work on 
documents too short (e.g. 10 days; or 3 weeks in August) --> practically eliminating participation; 
governments intermediaries  “Council for NGOs, plenipotentiaries” act as buffer ; weak feed-back 
mechanisms; little or no information at all. 

• Anelia Stefanova (Bankwatch) made a presentation on Resource Efficiency as a cross-cutting issue in planning 
and ex-ante assessments. The presentation generated a wide discussion focusing at the following issues: 
o the EU Resource Efficiency Strategy, the Resource Efficiency Roadmap, the ongoing EREP work (European 

Resource Efficiency Platform led by the Commission, in line with previous work by Von Weizsaeckerand 
Amory Lovins, the UNEP Panel on Resources, the G8-3R Initiative and OECD Recommendations.resource 
efficiency is possibly one of the important topics of the future Cohesion Policy since it can help to improve 
the competitiveness of the SMEs (many SMEs  not having enough capacity to address it by their own means); 

o the next edition of RegioStars Awards (2013)6 will look, among others, at resource efficiency in SMEs 
(category: Sustainable Growth: Supporting resource efficiency in SMEs); 

o a serious problematic issue regarding co-financing of resource efficiency: 'all' projects can claim that they are 
energy efficient while they only implement normal technical innovation which reduces energy consumption; 
there is a need to develop specific guidance in this respect; UK has positive experience in this area since the 
project selection criteria encompass challenging and inspirational standards set by the managing authority and 
existing UK standards, e.g. BREEAM7; there is a need to build such standards into operational programmes; 

o implications of State Aid for resource efficiency projects and NGOs (because of the State Aid rule, the co-
financing rate can significantly drop which makes it not a viable funding source for NGOs); 

o re-bound effect and sufficiency principle (WWF, German practices). 
 

Ex-ante environmental conditionalities 
 
• Overview by DG Environment of 'environmental' ex-ante conditionalities applicable to the next programming 

period: three thematic conditionalities (water, waste, SEA for transport plans); and one general ex-ante 
conditionality (EIA/SEA). 

• DG REGIO is working in consultation with other DGs on the preparation of a more detailed description of 
procedures and elaborates more on specific criteria. It is too premature to present any specific guidance at this 
stage, until the work has been completed. 

• Water ex-ante conditionality might be problematic for some MSs because of the cost-recovery requirements (Art. 
9 of the Water Framework Directive). 

• It is likely that the ex-ante conditionalities will stay in the Regulations. 
• The proposal was made to establish a working group on ex-ante conditionalities (to be discussed internally within 

DG ENV in coordination with DG REGIO and JASPERS) before any specific action is taken in this respect.  
 

(Separate) Session of ENEA-MA 
Roundtable discussion on future environmental priorities among ENEA-MA members 
 
• This roundtable discussion was introduced by DG Environment (Agata Payne) who made an overview of the 

findings of the questionnaire regarding the stage of MSs' preparations for the next programming period. About 

                                                                                                                                                                                
Friends of the Earth Europe unites more than 30 national environmental organisations with thousands of local groups and is part of one of the 
world’s largest grassroots environmental networks, Friends of the Earth International.  
6 http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/cooperate/regions_for_economic_change/regiostars_13_en.cfm 
7 BREEAM is the world's foremost environmental assessment method and rating system for buildings, with 200,000 buildings with certified 
BREEAM assessment ratings and over a million registered for assessment since it was first launched in 1990. 
http://www.breeam.org/about.jsp?id=66 
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70% of MSs replied (either via completing a questionnaire sent before the meeting or within specific interventions 
delivered during the meeting). Accordingly, many of the MSs:  
o elaborated preparatory documents (socio-economic status analyses, development needs analyses, etc.); 
o established coordinating bodies;  
o reviewed national strategic objectives; 
o organised workshops on partnership agreement, etc.;  
o initiated and in some cases concluded public procurement for ex ante evaluation and SEA (it seems that in 

most MSs, these are two separate procedures). 
• The discussion looked, among others, at the following issues: 

o it is important to use a SMART programming approach (e.g. resource efficiency under Thematic Objective 4; 
can environment be included in ICT; innovation and environment; etc.); 

o the networks should set the platform for discussions to establish SMART programming; 
o partnership principle: since we have only proposals for new Regulations at this stage, it is up to individual 

MSs to make decisions on the scope of the partnership; however, if it is too limited and the Common 
Provisions Regulation will retain the partnership requirements, some MSs would have to re-do part of the 
work if partnership had been limited; 

o most of the Position Papers should be sent by beginning of November; they provide the Commission's opinion 
regarding funding priorities and set the basis for negotiations (once proposed Regulations are adopted); 

o preparation of project pipelines and timing for the submission of projects for the next programming period. 
 

Next Steps 
 
• Next ENEA-MA Plenary Meeting: 14-15 March 2013 (alternative: 7-8 March 2013, but preference to the first 

date). To be organised either in Greece or Brussels (to be confirmed in near future). Please note that the meeting 
may last only one day on 14 March 2014 and/or might be moved one day earlier (13-14 March 2013). Subject to 
confirmation at a later stage.  

• Possible topics for the next ENEA-MA: 
o State Aid, Revenue generating projects - Art. 55 of the General Regulation and environmental projects (incl. 

recent ECJ judgement relevant for this issue).  
o Ask DG AGRI for environmental expenditure statistics per MS before the next meeting (possible DG AGRI 

presentation). 
o Involve DGMARE for their Fund.  

• Proposals for new WGs and/or ad hoc meetings: 
o WG or a dissemination event or a different forum (e.g. informal consultations with MSs regarding the 

fulfilment of 'environmental ex-ante conditionalities) to discuss ex-ante conditionalities (details to be 
discussed in October/November among DG REGIO, DG ENV and JASPERS); the following MSs and 
observers expressed their initial interest (JASPERS, BE, HU, IT, UK, MT – possibly later?)   

o WG on resource efficiency: it seems that it might be too complex to establish such a WG at this stage; 
however (to be followed-up by the DG ENV's internal discussion after the meeting) this would depend on a 
specific focus, e.g. it might be worth to consider establishing a WG to set up models for resource efficiency 
programmes (e.g. example as ENWORKS8) which could be implemented by various MSs in the next 
programming period, etc. This could also address the issue of adequate standards to avoid co-financing 
'normal' (related with technological progress) resource efficiency versus more innovative approaches (raised 
by AT and followed-up by UK). To be discussed at the next plenary meeting. Potentially interested MSs and 
observers: AT (?), IT, UK, Bankwatch (?)    

o Ad hoc meetings organised (subjects to be proposed by the ENEA-MA members and/or the Commission) 
depending on the needs of the members of the ENEA-MA and focusing on specific problematic/important 
issues relevant for the environment within the next programming period. 

 
Please not that all presentations are available at the ENEA-MA website:  
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/integration/cohesion_policy_en.htm 
and at the Italian Rete website: 
http://reteambientale.minambiente.it/ 

                                                 
8 http://www.enworks.com/ 


